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or little Big Bang

Open questions of Open questions of 
the statistical the statistical 
approach to approach to 
relativistic HICrelativistic HIC’’ss
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Fermi statistical modelFermi statistical model

1.   Momentary stopping within the 1.   Momentary stopping within the 
overlapped volumeoverlapped volume

2.2. The whole CMS energy is The whole CMS energy is 
liberated in this volumeliberated in this volume

3.3. The vacuum boils up and we get a The vacuum boils up and we get a 
hot system of particles in thermal hot system of particles in thermal 
and chemical equilibrium and chemical equilibrium 

(1)                   (2)(1)                   (2)

E. Fermi, Phys. Rev. 81 (1951) 683E. Fermi, Phys. Rev. 81 (1951) 683

VolumeVolume
Energy densityEnergy density
TemperatureTemperature
Average multiplicity Average multiplicity 
(correct)(correct)

Wrong!Wrong!
from cosmic ray experiments from cosmic ray experiments 





Basic assumptions:Basic assumptions:

1.1. Formation of a Formation of a 
single fireballsingle fireball

2.2. All hadrons are in All hadrons are in 
thermal and thermal and 
chemical chemical 
equilibriumequilibrium

3.3. After the chemical After the chemical 
freezefreeze--out only out only 
thermal equilibrium thermal equilibrium 
is maintained, but is maintained, but 
hadronic yields are hadronic yields are 
frozenfrozen

4.4. Thermal freezeThermal freeze--out: out: 
see transverse mass see transverse mass 
spectraspectra



Expanding source or several fireballsExpanding source or several fireballs

0                                            rapidity0                                            rapidity

If the temperature If the temperature 
and the chemical and the chemical 
potentials of the potentials of the 
fireballs are the fireballs are the 
same at the FO, the same at the FO, the 
particle yields and particle yields and 
ratios coincide with ratios coincide with 
those obtained for those obtained for 
the the single static single static 
fireball fireball 



Collision pictureCollision picture

Chemical freezeout (Tch≤ Tc): inelastic scattering ceases
Kinetic freeze-out (Tfo ≤ Tch): elastic scattering ceases

hard (high-pT) probes

soft physics 
regime

1

3
2



SStatistical (thermal) model of an ideal tatistical (thermal) model of an ideal hadronhadron gasgas



SStatistical (thermal) model of an ideal tatistical (thermal) model of an ideal hadronhadron gasgas



AttractiveAttractive feature:feature: Problems:Problems:
•• Yields of pions are Yields of pions are 
underestimatedunderestimated
•• Abundances of strange Abundances of strange 
hadrons are overpredictedhadrons are overpredicted
•• Number and energy densities Number and energy densities 
are too largeare too large

Modifications:Modifications:
1. Excluded volume effects 1. Excluded volume effects 
2. Strangeness suppression2. Strangeness suppression
3. Canonical strangeness 3. Canonical strangeness 

suppressionsuppression
4. Light quarks are not in 4. Light quarks are not in 

chemical equilibriumchemical equilibrium
5. Feed5. Feed--down from weak decaysdown from weak decays

3 free parameters only !3 free parameters only !



Modifications:Modifications:
Excluded volume effects (van der WaalsExcluded volume effects (van der Waals--type of the EOS)type of the EOS)

These corrections have no These corrections have no 
impact on the fitted values impact on the fitted values 
of the temperature and of the temperature and 
baryon chemical potential baryon chemical potential 

Strangeness suppressionStrangeness suppression

HereHere



Modifications:Modifications:

For small systems (or For small systems (or 
peripheral A+A collisions) peripheral A+A collisions) 
and for low energies in case and for low energies in case 
of strangeness production, a of strangeness production, a 
canonical ensemblecanonical ensemble
treatment is mandatory.treatment is mandatory.
For a canonical volume For a canonical volume 
about 1000 fm**3 this effect about 1000 fm**3 this effect 
is negligibly small is negligibly small 

Canonical strangeness suppressionCanonical strangeness suppression



Particle ratios at AGS (Au+Au @ 10.7 AGeV)Particle ratios at AGS (Au+Au @ 10.7 AGeV)
Andronic, BraunAndronic, Braun--Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167



Open problem: Open problem: LL/p puzzle/p puzzle

None of the SMNone of the SM
versions can explainversions can explain
the high values of the the high values of the 
antilambdaantilambda--toto--
antiproton ratioantiproton ratio

The problem can be The problem can be 
solved if we assume the solved if we assume the 
presence of two sources, presence of two sources, 
core and halo, each core and halo, each 
being in  equilibrium   being in  equilibrium   



M. Gazdzicki, nucl-th/0512034                A. Andronic et al., NPA 772(06) 167      K.Tywoniuk et al., PRC(submitted)

++Open problem: K  / Open problem: K  / p p -- hornhorn++



Rapidity distributions at SPSRapidity distributions at SPS



Particle ratios at SPS (Pb+Pb @ 158 AGeV)Particle ratios at SPS (Pb+Pb @ 158 AGeV)
Andronic, BraunAndronic, Braun--Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167



Particle ratios at RHIC (Au+Au @ 130, 200 AGeV)Particle ratios at RHIC (Au+Au @ 130, 200 AGeV)
Andronic, BraunAndronic, Braun--Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167Munzinger, Stachel, NPA 772 (2006) 167

Statistical model seems to work wellStatistical model seems to work well



Particle yields in elementary collisionsParticle yields in elementary collisions
F. Becattini, U. Heinz, Z.Phys.C 76 (1996) 269F. Becattini, U. Heinz, Z.Phys.C 76 (1996) 269

Statistical model seems to work even for pp or e+e  reactionsStatistical model seems to work even for pp or e+e  reactions
Are there any thermalized sources?Are there any thermalized sources?



Rapidity distributions at RHICRapidity distributions at RHIC

0                                            rapidity0                                            rapidity

The net baryon charge is not uniformly distributedThe net baryon charge is not uniformly distributed

F. Becattini, J. Cleymans,F. Becattini, J. Cleymans,
hephep--ph/0701029ph/0701029



EnergyEnergy--perper--particle scalingparticle scaling
J. Cleymans, K. Redlich, J. Cleymans, K. Redlich, 
PRL 81 (1998)5284PRL 81 (1998)5284

One can make predictions for particle ratios at LHCOne can make predictions for particle ratios at LHC

Again, even pp or e+e Again, even pp or e+e 
reactions are in line reactions are in line 
with this universalitywith this universality



... and predictions for Pb+Pb at LHC... and predictions for Pb+Pb at LHC
I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G 

32 (2006) S495 32 (2006) S495 

Main feature: particleMain feature: particle--antiparticle symmetryantiparticle symmetry



Sensitivity to the main parametersSensitivity to the main parameters
I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G 32 (2006) S495 I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G 32 (2006) S495 

Results are very sensitive to both T and Results are very sensitive to both T and mm



Another extrapolationAnother extrapolation
A. Andronic, P. BraunA. Andronic, P. Braun--Munzinger, Munzinger, 
J. Stachel,        NPA 772 (2006) 167J. Stachel,        NPA 772 (2006) 167

and predictions for LHC:and predictions for LHC:



Comparison of predictions for Pb+Pb at LHCComparison of predictions for Pb+Pb at LHC

I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G 32 (2006) S495 I. Kraus et al, J. Phys. G 32 (2006) S495 

A. Andronic et al., NPA 772 (2006) 167A. Andronic et al., NPA 772 (2006) 167

T = 170T = 170 MeV,  MeV,  m m = 1 MeV= 1 MeV

10%10%



Microscopic model:Microscopic model:
RelaxationRelaxation to to 
equilibriumequilibrium



Equilibration in the Central CellEquilibration in the Central Cell
Kinetic equilibrium:Kinetic equilibrium:
Isotropy of velocity distributionsIsotropy of velocity distributions
Isotropy of pressureIsotropy of pressure

Thermal equilibrium:  Thermal equilibrium:  
Energy spectra of particles are Energy spectra of particles are 
described by Boltzmann distributiondescribed by Boltzmann distribution

Chemical equlibrium:Chemical equlibrium:
Particle yields are reproduced by SM with the same values of Particle yields are reproduced by SM with the same values of 



Statistical model of ideal hadron gasStatistical model of ideal hadron gas
input values                            output values

Multiplicity 

Energy

Pressure

Entropy density



PrePre--equilibrium Stageequilibrium Stage
Homogeneity of baryon matterHomogeneity of baryon matter Absence of flowAbsence of flow

The local equilibrium in the central zone is quite possible The local equilibrium in the central zone is quite possible 



Kinetic EquilibriumKinetic Equilibrium
Isotropy of velocity distributionsIsotropy of velocity distributions Isotropy of pressureIsotropy of pressure

Velocity distributions and pressure become isotropic at Velocity distributions and pressure become isotropic at t=9 fm/c    t=9 fm/c    
(for 40 AGeV)(for 40 AGeV)



Thermal and Chemical  EquilibriumThermal and Chemical  Equilibrium

Thermal equilibrium seems to be reachedThermal equilibrium seems to be reached



Thermal and Chemical  EquilibriumThermal and Chemical  Equilibrium

Chemical equilibrium seems to be reachedChemical equilibrium seems to be reached







SummarySummary

•• Statistical description of HICStatistical description of HIC’’s works very good s works very good 
in a broad energy range. However, several issues in a broad energy range. However, several issues 
should be clarified. should be clarified. 

•• How many sources do we have? What are their How many sources do we have? What are their 
conditions at freezeconditions at freeze--out?out?

•• Why even elementary reactions obey the Why even elementary reactions obey the 
statistical description?statistical description?

•• Full list of parameters of a particular model Full list of parameters of a particular model 
should be presentedshould be presented

•• Reversibility of multiReversibility of multi--particle reactions     particle reactions     




